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1* Pursuant to year request for* overall evaluation of "Hying
saucers" and asscslatad reports,, the following Is pertinent*

ft* Of 10C0 to 2000 such reports received V J*EEC, a
largo percentage are clearly "phoney". An equally large
percentage con he satisfactorily e^Ltdaed as known flights
of currently operational U.S. equipment (aircraft, weather
"balloons, etc*) and rany others are undoubtedly of natural
phenomena (neteorites, cloud j, aberration of light caused
by themal inversion or reflections, etc.)*

b. Less than ICO reasonably* credible reports regain
"uneaqfljUnabls" at this tisej regarding these reports,
there Is no pattern of specific sizes, configurations, .

ehjuractcsristics, performance, or location. The sources *%

oi hese reports are generally no more cop* less credible
than the sources of the other categories* It is probable
that if complete irforraticn wore available for presently
"^srralairuble" reports, they, too, could be evaluated into
categories as indicated in "a" above*

i

2* Kotwithstarding the foregoing tentative facts, so long as
a series of reports reradns "unexplainable" (interplanetary aspects
and clien origin not being thoroughly excluded froa consideration)
caution requires that intelligence continue coverage of the subject.

3. It is recommended that CIA surveillance of oubject cotter,
in coordination \dth proper authorities of primary operational concern
at A£IC, be continued* It is strongly urged, however, that no indication
of CIA interest or concern roach the press or public, in view of their
probable demist tendencies to accept ouch interest as "confirmatory"
of the soundness of "unpublished facts" in the hands of the U# S*
Govgrirgrt.

4. The undersigned has arranged with the Commanding Officer of
the Air Technical Intelligence Center at Vright-Pattoroon Air Force
Base, Ohio, for a thorough and comprehensive briefing related to this
subject cn 8 August 1952* Subsequent to obtaining full details, a
detailed analysis vUl bo prepared and forwarded*
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